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REVERSIBLE KEY SYSTEM



ALWAYS MODULAR.
ALWAYS FLEXIBLE.

XELUS™ ME

FLEXIBILITY WITH SECURITY

High-quality workmanship, reliable and versatile. 
Xelus ME is a reversible key system with a very 
comprehensive performance promise. Thanks to the 
modular design, you can adjust the cylinders to the 
desired length in a flash. When structural changes 
are made, the cylinder simply changes with them. 
No tools are required to extend the cylinders, so 
length changes can be easily implemented by any 
technician.

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOUR PROPERTY

From a small property to a massive building 
complex, ABUS offers custom master key systems 
based on a sophisticated modular kit. Create your 
own security solution specific to your building, 
with options for everything from cylinder types 
to additional special features. Each cylinder 
is produced specifically according to your 
needs, so you define your master key system 
individually, from the design of the keys to locking 
authorisations.

SUSTAINABLE SECURITY

When developing new components, ABUS aims 
to reduce the environmental impact of potential 
pollutants such as lead, and to use forward-looking 
manufacturing technologies. You can go into the 
future with Xelus ME, because the modular housing 
is completely lead-free and thus already meets the 
European requirements of the future.

FUTURE-PROOF INVESTMENT

The Xelus ME master key system can be expanded 
at any time, giving you maximum flexibility 
through developments and changes. We can deliver 
expansion products for your locking system many 
years after installation. 

High-quality raw materials, high-precision 
manufacturing and our many years of experience 
mean that you can rest safe in the knowledge that 
your building is secure. And the fact that the lock 
cylinders are developed and produced in Germany 
guarantees premium quality and a long service life.
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XELUS™ ME
In detail

The modern reversible key system with horizontal 
key insertion is convenient and comfortable to 
use. The high-quality precision profile ensures easy 
insertion.

The Xelus ME locking system comes with the 
patented Inspect system in the cylinder and key. 
The Inspect system checks the locking authorisation 

in addition to the existing locking elements when 
you want to open the door with the key.

Example illustrations

Reversible key 
system with 
horizontal key 
insertion

Additional locking rows Multiple paracentric 
reversible profile

Inspect system verifies locking 
authorisations to ensure 
maximum security as well 
as legal and technical copy 
protection

ME modular design for more 
flexibility

High-quality reversible 
key made from nickel 
silver for durability and 
convenience

The innovative shape of the key makes it almost 
unnoticeable in a trouser pocket. The modern key 
does not snap. 
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TECHNICAL 
DETAILS

Overview

System: Xelus™ ME

Key: Multiple paracentric reversible key made from hard-wearing nickel silver

Key insertion: Horizontal

Profile: Factory profile

Patent protection:

Trademark protection:

Copy protection: Inspect System

Locking rows: Up to 3

Total locking elements: Up to 16

Modular design: 

Basic length: 30/30 mm for Euro profile double cylinders

Length increments: Extensions available in 5 mm increments

Security card:

Lock security: Class 5 in accordance with DIN EN 1303, details available on request

Attack resistance: Grade B

Fire resistance Class B, T90

Product certification: Certified according to DIN EN 1303 and manufactured according to DIN 18252 
Optional, for example SKG**, details on request

Manufacturer 
certification: ISO 9001

Production: Made in Germany

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU
XELUS™ ME key design

CHOOSE YOUR  
DESIRED KEY
As we all know, there is no 
accounting for taste - which is why 
Xelus ME offers you great variety 
for your key design in addition to 
its security features: Choose your 
matching key from three different 
shapes and up to twelve different 
colours. Whether it is a matter 
of personal taste or whether you 
need markings for different locking 
authorisations, Xelus lets you 
choose. There is a suitable shape 
and colour for everyone. 

Standard key With design cap With Pro Cap
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ABUS l Pfaffenhain GmbH

abus.com

Fabrikstraße 1

09387 Jahnsdorf

Germany

+49 37296 713-0

vertrieb@abus-pfaffenhain.de

Specialist dealer
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